INTRODUCTION
The graphs considered here are finite, undirected an simple. The vertex set and edge set of a graph are denoted by and respectively. Graphs and have disjoint point set and and edge sets and respectively. The union of and is the graph with and . The concept of sum cordial labeling of graph was introduced in [5] and that of k-sum cordial labeling in [4] . The concept of 3-total sum cordial labeling of a graph was introduced in [6] . Hence is 3-total super sum cordial labeling. Hence is 3-total super sum cordial labeling.
Case VIII:
, Label as is labeled in case VI and label as is labeled in case VI.
Hence is 3-total super sum cordial labeling. 
Define
CONCLUSION
If is 2-total sum cordial graph then it is 2-total super sum cordial graph, as for each edge .
